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II. EVALUATION OF INDIVIDUAL CRITERIA

Assignmeni

How demanding was the assigned project?
The assignment of the thesis was clearly specifee with requirements that correspone to a proper master 
thesis, inclueing literature survey, theoretcal work with some novel work from the stueent, implementaton 
ane fnally experimental evaluaton of the proposee methoe.

Futfitmeni of assignmeni

How well does the thesis fulfl the assigned task? Have the primary goals been achieved? Which assigned tasks have been 
incompletely covered, and which parts of the thesis are overextended? Justfy your answer.
The thesis not only fulflls the assignment properly, but goes notably beyone that. The experimental secton is 
more extensive than I woule expect as it proviees three well-eescribee ane testee applicatons.

Meihodotogt

Comment on the correctness of the approach and/or the soluton methods.
The work presents overview of the state-of-the art knowleege in the Multple Instance Learning, it brings a notable 
extension of this work ane the evaluaton in proper way. However, it can be more clearly statee that the contributon in 
the theoretcal part (the hierarchical extension of the MIL framework) is not a completely novel in the thesis – this is 
completely valie ane such contributon goes far beyone the scope of master thesis. It is properly statee in secton 3.3 that 
the text is basee on previous works, but it shoule be statee in the overview of the thesis in the Introeucton, too.

Technicat tevet

Is the thesis technically sound? How well did the student employ expertse in the feld of his/her feld of study? Does the 
student explain clearly what he/she has done?
The thesis is very well writen with extensive context. The methoes are clearly eefnee, experiments are properly set up 
ane evaluatee. My objecton is, however, that the experiments are not easily reproeucible. The thesis contains the source 
coee of the MIL library as an atachment, but set-up of the experiments is not accessible.

Format and tanguage tevet, scope of ihesis

Are formalisms and notatons used properly? Is the thesis organized in a logical way? Is the thesis sufciently extensive? Is 
the thesis well-presented? Is the language clear and understandable? Is the English satsfactory?
No objecton regareing this. Rather opposite: the thesis is substantally more extensive that I woule expect, very 
uneerstaneable, with illustratve fgures etc. The English is very well, too. 
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Setecton of sources, ciiaton correciness

Does the thesis make adequate reference to earlier work on the topic? Was the selecton of sources adequate? Is the 
student’s original work clearly distnguished from earlier work in the feld? Do the bibliographic citatons meet the 
standards?
The work uses well-establishee citaton staneares, with plenty of relatee works. It properly cites previous work from which
it uses some parts (Bc. Thesis, artcles).

Additonat commeniart and evatuaton (optonat)
Comment on the overall quality of the thesis, its novelty and its impact on the feld, its strengths and weaknesses, the 
utlity of the soluton that is presented, the theoretcal/formal level, the student’s skillfulness, etc.
Stueent provieee work of very high quality. It brings very gooe explanatons of the methoes ane formalisms, it properly 
evaluates the proposee extension of the HMill framework for graphs on three real-worle eatasets from Cybersecurity. As I 
mentonee in secton Technical level, I woule appreciate experiments source coee (for example with mock eata) if it woule
be possible (ane if I eie not missee its existence). Stueent provieee excellent work ane I recommene that for being 
eefeneee.

III. OVERALL EVALUATION, QUESTIONS FOR THE PRESENTATION AND DEFENSE OF THE THESIS, SUGGESTED 
GRADE
Summarize your opinion on the thesis and explain your fnal grading. Pose questons that should be answered 
during the presentaton and defense of the student’s work.

The graee that I aware for the thesis is   
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